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Abstract

W1 Podcasting 102: It’
s about more than 
audio

Avivah Yamani Pamela L. Gay How do we create an 
educational product that 
appeals to and is needed 
by diverse people who 
aren’t already seeking 
astronomy content?

1. How to design a new audio 
series
2. What non-science-related 
audience needs can we leverage 
to bring people to science
3. What topics are (and are not) 
popular based on research

Podcasting is now a teenager! Come celebrate this 13-year old communications strategy by learning how to 
plan your own podcast series. This audio-only form of outreach lets communicators create content that can be 
downloaded and listened to when no internet connection is available. This on-the-go content can be consumed 
while people commute, perform household tasks, or are otherwise engaged with their hands and eyes, but still 
want content to engage their brains. Podcasting can also take a visual science like astronomy and make it 
accessible to the visually impaired. Research has also shown that podcasts with transcripts can aid in the 
learning of languages, and will be sought for language learning and subscribed to for the science learning.

This workshop will be broken into 3-parts. 1) We will review the basics parts of a podcast creation from audio 
recording to RSS writing. Attendees will receive a worksheet on production workflow that will help them 
determine both what equipment they need, and what kind of web presence they need to develop. 2) We will 
additionally overview the research-identified needs of different potential audiences that your show can meet. 
While it is important to always use a communications style that brings you joy, and to discuss things that excite 
you, there are many easy ways to tweak a show that will maximize your audience. Attendees will learn how to 
target specific kinds of audiences, and get walked through how to tweak content to work for diverse audiences.  
3) Finally, we will discuss what kinds of content are downloaded the most, and how this information can be 
leveraged in designing what topics your show should address.

We will use the long-running 365 Days of Astronomy podcast as a case study for presenting many different 
kinds of content. We will also use in-reach into Southeast Asia as an example of exploring ways to meet 
audience needs and on how to attract non-science audiences to science. Language is the first barrier for the 
non-english speaking countries, but we can also see this as an advantage as people can use podcasts to learn 
new languages. The 365 days Of Astronomy podcast is a community podcast that relies on a network of 
dedicated podcasters across the globe who are willing to share their knowledge and experiences in astronomy.  
We have diverse content that is unified only by the central theme of astronomy. Shows address astronomy 
scientifically and as a hobby, and also discuss folklore and culture related to astronomy. In this workshop, we 
will discuss the diversity of content and the most downloaded topics. We will give attendees an insight on what 
topic mix may be most successful. The  attendees will also learn from 365 Days Of Astronomy what are the best 
practices in how to effectively engage non-science listeners, including factors like: topic, duration, and delivery 
of the podcast using various social media channels.

W2 Astronomy 
Communication 
for a Better 
World:
A Workshop on 
the Quality 
Lighting Teaching 
Kit

Connie Walker Stephen M. 
Pompea

The challenge of how to 
raise awareness (and 
change the mindset) of 
people on the issues and 
solutions related to light 
pollution.

1) An understanding of how light 
pollution affects people's lives 
and that light pollution is getting 
worse but is solvable.
2) How to address light pollution 
problems.
3) How to inspire others to take 
action. 

The growing loss of dark, starry night skies is a serious issue for much of the world's population. However, it can 
be readily addressed. It is not just astronomical research that suffers. Light pollution affects human health, 
ecology, safety, security, economics, and energy conservation. According to the United Nations more than half 
of the world's population live in cities. More than three quarters of that population has never seen the Milky 
Way. The ability to view a starry night sky has inspired human kind since its inception. If we do not help solve 
the problem, this source of inspiration will continue to fade away. By working together locally to reduce light 
pollution collectively, we can have a global impact.

The Quality Lighting Teaching (QLT) Kit program is intended to raise awareness of the importance of preserving 
our dark, starry night skies and in the process, mitigating light pollution. Through the QLT Kit workshop, 
practitioners will learn how to inspire the public (mainly students) to take an active part in implementing 
solutions to light pollution. 

The kit is designed around problem-based learning scenarios. The kit’s six activities allow students to address 
real lighting problems that relate to wildlife, the night sky, aging eyes, energy consumption, safety, and light 
trespass. The activities are optimized for 11-14 year olds but are expandable to older and younger ages.  They 
can be done within a few minutes except for the Energy Activity. The activities can be done during class or in an 
afterschool program and as stations that students rotate through or as stand-alones, one at a time.

In the activities the instructor serves as the mayor of a fictitious city in which the students live. The mayor has 
been receiving complaints from citizens of the city, which have to do with lights in the city. The students are 
assembled into six different task force groups to determine the underlying problems expressed in the complaint 
categories. Students read the information presented in their group’s poster. The poster also gives instructions 
for a hands-on activity to gain more understanding of the problems, as well as key phrases to do more online 
research. They use the kit’s materials to complete the activity.  Using what they have learned, they come up 
with feasible solutions. 

After students have completed their research and activities, they present this information to the mayor of the 
city and other task groups. Presentations can take many forms, such as oral (e.g. Powerpoint) presentations, 
posters, videos, skits, songs, or brochures. After all groups have presented, the instructor leads a discussion in 
which the groups meld their ideas.  After the presentations and discussion have concluded a short assessment is 
given to evaluate student understanding and growth during the project. The instructor can include, adapt or 
omit as much or as little of the above steps as desired.

In attending the QLT Kit workshop, participants will learn its activities as a means to communicate astronomical 
issues and solutions for a better world.

W3 Organizing 
Frameworks for 
Communicating 
Science in Large, 
International 
Science 
Collaborations

Gordon Squires Janesse 
Brewer, 
Sandra 
Dawson, 
Wako Aoki, 
Mitch Aiken, 
Eric Chisholm, 
Samir Dhurde, 
Lisa Hunter, 
Yiping Wang

Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, 
and Empathy in 
Communicating Astronomy 
: Astronomy and 
Interculturality

1.What are the effective WEPOC 
frameworks and architectures for 
international science 
collaborations? How have 
academic and government 
science projects pooled their 
resources to do more science 
communication?
2.How is interculturality best 
addressed within the context of 
science communication?
3.In regard to science 
communication, how are issues 
regarding decision-making, 
collaboration, and funding 
addressed for different 
international projects? What 
science communication efforts 
are appropriate for collaboration 
and which ones are best left to 
individual countries and 
institutions?

The next generation of scientific discoveries are likely to emerge from large-scale infrastructure projects. 
Furthermore, each of these projects stands to advance our collective understanding of our world, and our 
universe, in significant ways. 

While many large scientific projects of the past were approached on national levels, science projects of the 
future are more and more requiring intellectual and financial contributions from multiple countries.  These 
projects are highly collaborative and involve scientific and engineering talent from multiple institutes and 
countries to build and operate.  Also a part of these efforts is inviting stakeholders and the public to share in the 
journey and the findings.  This authentic engagement, when effective, helps to shore up public support to 
ensure projects enjoy support and adequate funding.  

While enormously important, the complexity of this work cannot be overestimated. These science projects are 
international with multiple teams, time zones, languages, budget cycles, cultural and public perspectives on 
science, governance structures, and project management styles. These, and a host of other issues, creates a 
number of challenges even outside the complex scientific and engineering questions.

This workshop will invite participants to share and discuss models for effectively meeting astronomy project 
needs in the areas of Workforce, Education, Public Outreach, and Communications (WEPOC).  Science projects 
with a robust and professional WEPOC architecture are able do everything from engaging policymakers, 
effectively partnering with media, implementing school group programs, website development, sharing science 
results to different audiences, and developing the future workforce related to astronomy.  It is a tall order for 
what is typically a relatively small line item in an astronomy project’s budget.  

Through a facilitated panel and table-top exercises, this workshop will explore:
1.What are the effective WEPOC frameworks and architectures for international science collaborations?
2.How have academic and government science projects pooled their resources to do more science 
communication?
3.How is interculturality best addressed within the context of science communication?
4.In regard to science communication, how are issues regarding decision-making, collaboration, and funding 
addressed for different international projects?
5.What science communication efforts are appropriate for collaboration and which ones are best left to 
individual countries and institutions?

This workshop will include expertise from Caltech/IPAC, NASA, NAOJ, IUCAA, and others.



W4 The Tactile 
Universe: 
accessible 
astrophysics 
public 
engagement with 
the vision 
impaired 
community

Jen Gupta Dr Nic Bonne, 
Dr Coleman 
Krawczyk, Dr 
Karen Masters

How to make astronomy 
accessible to people with 
all degrees of vision 
impairments 

1. How we worked with the vision 
impaired community to develop 
our project
2. How to use the resources and 
activities that we created for 
people with vision impairments
3. How to run an engagement 
project with the vision impaired 
community, based on the lessons 
we have learnt so far 

Astronomy is traditionally perceived to be a visual science, which means that people with vision impairments 
can easily feel excluded from engaging with the subject. At the University of Portsmouth’s Institute of 
Cosmology and Gravitation, we are working to change this and make our astrophysics research accessible to 
members of the vision impaired community through our Tactile Universe project.

The Tactile Universe is an on-going public engagement project that is creating accessible activities and resources 
that will enable members of the vision impaired community to engage with current research topics within 
astrophysics and cosmology. The current focus of the project is on creating 3D printed versions of single-band 
images of galaxies. These can then be used to explain a variety of concepts related to galaxy research, such as 
morphology and stellar populations. While several other projects exist to explain general astronomy topics to a 
vision impaired audience, we believe that the Tactile Universe is the first project to actively engage this 
community with current research. 

In this workshop, we will give participants the opportunity to get hands-on with the 3D printed galaxies and 
other resources that we have created. We will explain how we have used them in different classroom and 
public settings to date, and share the lessons that we have learnt through the project so far.

W5 Tinkering with the 
Universe: a 
primary school 
project

sara ricciardi Fabrizio Villa
(INAF 
Researcher), 
Stefano Rini 
(Primary 
School 
Teacher and 
Animatore 
Digitale IC12 
Bologna)

Best Practices in Public 
Outreach (but also 
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, 
and Empathy in 
Communicating Astronomy 
because tinkering is a 
unique method to engage 
very diverse group of 
people)

1) what is tinkering, how to 
organize a tinkering session (at 
school or in some informal 
environment)
2) the power of play: how play 
can help to minimize self-
prejudice and empower people
3) the "WOW" effect. It is easy to 
light a sparkle with astrophysics. 
More difficult to deep and sustain 
the learning and make people 
belong. 

Since 2012 we have been working together with teachers of our local community (primary school) to design, 
promote and deliver hands-on, self-directed and playful activities to engage children with STEAM. Our most 
powerful approach is the tinkering. Tinkering is a holistic way to engage people with STEM disciplines mixing 
them with Art, contaminating hi-tech material with low-tech and recycled material. Knowledge is not simply 
transmitted from teacher to learner, but actively constructed by the mind (and the hands) of the learner. 
Constructionism (Papert 1980) suggested that learners are more likely to develop new insights and 
understandings while actively engaged in making an external artifact. This method supports the construction of 
knowledge within the context of building personally meaningful artifacts, and the more self-directed the work is 
the more meaningful the learning becomes. In this playful context, the kids just play and learn, they do not 
psychologically classify the activity as math or science so they are finally free to enjoy science and free from 
their self-prejudice. We strongly believe this approach could be important for kids and young-adult too and that 
it is a matter of democracy and gender equality (especially in Italy) to allow people to engage with this 
empowering tools. This method is extremely powerful but also extremely expensive in term of time and 
organization. The materials used, the physical spaces involved and the strategies of facilitation used require a 
huge amount of work at the same time to do tinkering is not expensive so it is a suitable activity for schools. 
Some colleagues argued that a drawback of this approach, is that is not enough disciplinary. This may be true: 
we are passing an attitude, a way to tackle our world, a first technological literacy not astrophysical concepts 
that are “possibly” learned but in an indirect and personal way. I strongly believe that tinkering could be 
successfully embedded in a project based learning experience where other more traditional methodologies are 
exploited too. Tinkering could help to build some building blocks in the proposed learning and to stimulate 
cooperation and a playful environment. Recently we tried to tackle this aspect with our first attempt to bring 
the tinkering closer to the field of astrophysics and astronomical observation with the LUNATARIO https://goo.
gl/zPQB7M.
Below, a brief history that explains why we began this adventure.
INAF has a long tradition of interaction and work with the Italian school at all levels. With the primary school 
this bond is consolidated and the INAF activity with the primary school and with K12 students outside the 
classroom are well known and established. In our local institution INAF-IASF in Bologna at the time we started 
this exploration (summer 2011) we didn’t have any consolidated program with primary school so we basically 
started from scratch. After reviewing the work of INAF colleagues, we interviewed primary school teachers to 
understand from their point of view what INAF could do for the students to promote the scientific culture, to 
nurture their interest in the STEM disciplines, to broad the number of students that feel they belong and that 
they are willing to participate to STEM activities. Right after this discussion, we met a second-grade class (7yrs 
old students) to start the experimentation, break the ice and to help ourselves to build a personal opinion about 
what is appropriate to propose to pupil of that age. Our first meeting was enlightening. We presented an 
interactive lesson on the Planck ESA Satellite with video, images and member of the mission in person. When 
we were out of the class we were ready to bet that all the students wanted to become an astrophysicist or an 
astronaut. We reflected a lot about this positive experience and we were sure that it had a positive impact on 
the students but we were not convinced about the depth of this experience. When an astrophysicist talks about 
his work engaging his public not just with the beautiful science but also talking about himself, the personal 
challenges and what it really means to do his job, people are amazed, not just the kids. The people in the 
audience get uplifted because somehow they reflect themselves as human being in the figure of the researcher 
and they feel to participate to the challenge of the discovery of the Universe. So the more we reduce the 
distance between the pupils and the researcher the more this mechanism of reflection works and the people 
get deeply engaged at different levels; we asked ourselves how efficient this reflection could be between a 
40ish researcher and a second-grade student. Definitely the kids where inspired but we were wondering beside 
the joy of that morning what can stay with them? We were wondering if we were truly offering the opportunity 
to learn something and to be confident about their learning; we were wondering also if this “WOW effect” (as 
we decided to call it) could represent also a barrier for such a young student, if this world that we opened up is 
considered marvelous but too different and maybe so difficult that they can just decide they do not belong and 
shut themselves out: that would basically be the opposite effect we wanted to obtain.
Any lesson about astrophysics includes a certain range of risk in case the psychological distance between the 
researcher and the pupil is too wide. The barrier could be the difference in age, sex, socio-economic status or 
ethnical identity. After this phase of reflection that involved both teachers and researchers we decided to focus 
on our core ideas and values: what does it mean for us to do research and how can we communicate those 
values to K12 students. We also wanted to show the role of technology in the scientific development and 
hopefully provide some basic technologic literacy. With those ideas in mind we were striving for something 
different with respect to a lesson we were looking for an informal learning method to deeply engage the 
student with STEM and the science. At this point we were ready to meet the tinkering approach and we met it 
in the wondrous work of the “Tinkering studio” at the San Francisco Exploratorium. 

W6 Science Under 
Threat: 
Communicating 
Astronomy in the 
Age of 
Misinformation

Chris Impey The low worldwide level of 
science literacy and 
confusion on topics where 
the scientific evidence is 
clear cut.

1. Science literacy in developed 
countries is low, with large gaps 
in knowledge on   in astronomy.
2. Standard modes of science 
communication can fail if they do 
not take into account the cultural 
context of the audience.
3. Astronomy is an excellent 
vehicle or promoting science 
literacy and testing new modes of 
public engagement.

There are pressing global challenges that can only be addressed through science and technology. Yet in most 
industrialized countries, surveys of public science literacy show that the general public has large gaps in their 
knowledge, and sometime are unsure or disagree on topics where scientists are in near-unanimous agreement. 
The PISA series of surveys show large variations in the science knowledge of 15 year olds around the world, and 
surveys by the NSF show similar variations among adults worldwide. Only 15% of Americans are scientifically 
literate, meaning they can correctly answer 2/3 of a set of basic questions about science and can say what it 
means to study something scientifically. Compared to the other OECD countries, the American public has higher 
knowledge levels in basic physics and chemistry, but lower levels of belief in human-induced climate change, 
the origin of the universe in the big bang, and the evolution of humans from earlier species. The premise of this 
talk and discussion is that astronomy is an excellent vehicle for increasing public awareness and literacy in 
science, because of its visual appeal and many newsworthy discoveries. A new area of scholarship, the “science” 
of science communication, shows why many of the attempts to communicate with the public are not 
succeeding. Most people get their information online, and the Internet is awash with misinformation, false 
facts, and conspiracy theories. Part of the problem is a failure of the “deficit” model of science communication. 
In this model, non-scientists are uninformed or confused on what science has to say about a particular topic. 
The role of scientists is, therefore, to address the deficit by providing facts and data, and explaining the topic as 
clearly as possible to the public. Uniquely in the United States, but to some degree in all other countries, the 
public is polarized along cultural, political, and religious fault lines on issues like climate change and evolution. 
Social science researcher Dan Kahan puts it this way: “Never before have human societies known so much 
about mitigating the dangers they face but agreed so little about what they collectively know.” In what is called 
the cultural cognition thesis, when scientific facts become associated with social groups with opposing values, 
social norms, or political beliefs, individuals selectively assess evidence in patterns that reflect their group 
identity. Traditional modes of science communication fail. What is required is modes of communication that can 
disentangle the acquisition of knowledge from a person’s identity in a cultural group. This presentation will 
explore ways mistrust of science can be addressed by smarter communication strategies, using astronomy as 
the example.



W7 Elevator Pitches 
and Debunking 
Pseudoscience for 
Asia and Beyond

Thilina Heenatigala Avivah Yamani 
(Langitselatan
), Lina Canas 
(IAU Office for 
Astronomy 
Outreach), 
Yukiko Shibata 
(IAU Office for 
Astronomy 
Outreach)

In this workshop, we are 
addressing key challenges 
in astronomy 
communication in Asia and 
beyond from speaking to 
policymakers for funding, 
debunking pseudoscience, 
and fake science. Here we 
indent to present a ‘how 
to’ guidelines through 
discussion and hands-on 
workshop.

1) One of the learning outcomes 
of the workshop is the best 
practices on how to talk to policy 
makers about astronomy 
outreach and education events, 
and how to make it relevant to 
the person and society.

2) Pseudoscience is deeply 
embedded in many countries. The 
workshop will teach and discuss 
how to debunk them.

3) How to address the fake 
science that rotates time to time, 
and educate the public to identify 
fake science.

The Asia-Pacific region is home to a diverse and rapidly growing young generation. Investing and supporting the 
next generation of science communicators and in the professionalisation of the field of science communication 
is investing in the future of an informed and free society, with an impact that can echo for many generations to 
come.

Identifying the struggles faced by the Asia-Pacific (and in many other regions around the globe) science 
communication communities, are the three major “umbrella”-challenges identified; such as the lack of (1) 
professionalization of science communicators; (2) training for scientists-turned-science communicators; and (3) 
geographically widely spread communities with social media (and overall online media) playing a crucial role to 
reach them. 

With the workshop on "Elevator Pitches and Debunking Pseudoscience for Asia and Beyond" we intend to tackle 
these issues head-on, bringing CAP 2018 attendees the best practices in the field of science communication 
with an Asia-Pacific twist. In 30-minute practical sessions, we will focus on how to talk to policymakers, 
pseudoscience debunking techniques, and to how to identify fake science and raise critical thinking in your 
communities. The workshop will be presented in a fun, engaging way - to expose the participant to new ways to 
communicate and ultimately engage their own audiences, complemented by the latest freely available 
communication tools in the field, with pointers to how-to guides and DIY tutorials - laying the grounds to 
building independent self-sustained astronomy communicators.

W8 Astronomy and 
it´s Digital Sex 
Appeal: The art 
behind making 
people fall in love 
through social 
networks

Marggie Rodríguez 
Riaza

Ángela Pérez Social media and new 
media best practices and 
lessons learnt

1. They will know the trends and 
best practices in social networks 
to communicate astronomy.
2.They will learn to create 
different and emotive formats to 
engage audiences in social 
networks.
3. Each assistant will create his 
first story board of a digital web 
series on astronomy, which will 
be developed in formats such as 
comics and animation.

Times have changed, and social networks have changed with them. In fact, they are changing. Such mediums 
have an unprecedented knack for constantly inventing and re-inventing themselves. They channel vast amounts 
of information dispersed and disseminated though the public consciousness. And in light of these realities, it is 
vital that the institutions dedicated to the research and evolution of such spaces learn how to seduce and 
appeal, in more creative and emotional ways, to the Internet-generation – the cybernauts. The era of merely 
informational publication (schedules, fares, cultural agendas) on social networks have long been left behind. We 
must change from being “summoners” to true “popularizers”, and social media is the ideal environment to 
reach and interact with new users – especially those with little exposure to Astronomy – and make them fall in 
love with it.

In this workshop, we will expose the experiences of Planetario de Medellín, one of the most followed social 
networks in Colombia as well as one of the most recognized in South America. We have taken astronomy to a 
more emotional, simple, and fun level.
 
For 90 minutes, Ángela Pérez, leader of Planetario de Medellín , and Marggie Riaza, digital communicator of 
Parque Explora, will share some success stories of Planetario de Medellín, such as the digital series: Social Life of 
the Solar System and Astrodictionary. They will also reveal useful strategies for creating a digital strategy and 
will teach the attendees how to create their own digital web series with broad engagement contents and 
languages.

W9 Encouraging 
Diversity Through 
Art-Based 
Approaches to 
Astronomy

Stephen Pompea Nancy L. 
Regens

The need to attract a more 
diverse audience

1. Practical techniques: Using 
Visual Thinking Strategies in 
formal and informal 
environments 2. How these 
strategies can be used with 
diverse age groups  3. How these 
strategies can be applied to 
diverse areas of astronomy

Art-based approaches to teaching astronomy have particular appeal to youth who identify themselves with art 
more than with science. We have modeled some new approaches to teaching astronomy on the Visual Thinking 
Strategy (VTS) approach used in art museums and in art instruction. This approach promotes an appreciation of 
astronomical imagery and stimulates questions and inquiry. It also promotes an understanding of the science 
process rather than a knowledge of astronomical “factoids”. Thus, it presents astronomy as dynamic and 
exciting.  The VTS technique can be applied to students and adults of any age and is particularly useful with 
diverse groups. It allows each person to interact intensely with astronomical images to notice patterns and 
relationships that lead to further questions and investigations. The workshop will train each participant on VTS 
and have time to practice VTS using a variety of images.

We will also describe how to use another approach pioneered in the recently completed National Science 
Foundation-sponsored project "Project STEAM: Integrating Art with Science to Build Science Identities among 
Girls” where we demonstrated the value of teaching science in an empathic way using a “Colors of Nature” 
approach in reaching girls who identified with art. This same project also demonstrated the utility of this 
approach in interesting Native American girls in science. 

We believe that the VTS approach, and other art-related approaches, can be very effective in promoting 
inclusion, diversity, equity, and empathy in communicating astronomy. 

Presenters: 
Stephen Pompea is the Observatory Scientist and Head of the Education and Public Outreach program at the U.
S. National Optical Astronomy Observatory in Tucson and La Serena, Chile. He was the Co-PI of the National 
Science Foundation-funded “Project STEAM: Integrating Art with Science to Build Science Identities among 
Girls” and the Co-PI of a recently funded NSF-project “Collaborative Research: Fostering STEAM through ISL 
Professional Development” which is training librarians and science center educators on using the art-science 
kits developed in the program. 
Nancy Regens is a science educator who ran one of the largest programs in the United States to train Ph.D. 
science and engineering students to work in public schools for 15 hours per week. She has experience with 
students of all age levels and is a painter and photographer. The presenters were trained in Visual Thinking 
Strategies at the DeYoung Museum in San Francisco and have been using this approach in astronomy 
communication for several years. 

W10 IAU100 Years Co-
creation 
Workshop: Get 
Involved!

Jorge Rivero 
Gonzalez

Public Engagement 
Opportunities during the 
IAU Centennial Celebration: 
Activities planned and 
brainstorming on new 
ideas

1.IAU100 Years celebration 
overview and goals
2.Empower the astronomy 
outreach community to feel 
ownership of the IAU100 Years 
celebration
3.Feedback from astronomy 
outreach community about 
important needs and potential 
projects to address them

In 2019, the International Astronomical Union (IAU) will celebrate its 100th anniversary. To commemorate this 
important milestone, the IAU will organize a year-long celebration to increase awareness of a century of 
astronomical discoveries as well as to support and improve the use of astronomy as a tool for development, 
education and diplomacy.

The IAU has prepared a comprehensive programme of flagship initiatives to reach out to the global 
astronomical community, national science organizations and societies, policy-makers and the general public. 
However, an important aspect of the initiative would be to involve the astronomy outreach community in the 
design process to identify both community’s needs and feedback about interesting ideas for projects to address 
them. This would help the IAU to expand the scope of the celebration to reach out to a larger audience.

For this purpose, we would like to use the co-creation approach for this workshop. Co-creation is a process 
aimed to produce new ideas capitalising on collective creativity.

The purpose of this co-creation workshop is to convene the CAP participants into the design process of the 
IAU100 Years Celebration and empowering them to be involved. Using different activities such brainstorming 
sessions and discussions, we will get groups participating engaged to identify potential needs that should be 
essential to address in the different flagship projects. With these needs identified, the groups will be invited to 
discuss and agree on the best solutions that satisfy the different stakeholders.

The outcomes of the workshop will be further explored, together with the interested participants, to address 
their viability to become endorsed initiatives of the IAU centennial celebration.

W11 Astronomy for 
Inclusion: building 
network and 
sharing hands-on 
resources

Kumiko Usuda-Sato Shin 
Mineshige 
(Kyoto 
University), 
Lina Canas 
(IAU Office for 
Astronomy 
Outreach / 
NAOJ)

With “Astronomy for 
Inclusion: building network 
and sharing hands-on 
resources” we intend to 
address some of the 
challenges faced by the 
outreach community and 
informal educators around 
the world regarding 
inclusion: the struggle for 
support. This translates in 
providing a sense of place 
and belonging: how to 
build a network (e.g., “I am 
interested, but I do not 
know how to start”) and 
also how to diversify your 
audience (e.g., concerns 
about reaching minorities, 
hearing impaired.)     

1) Learn the latest programmes 
and activities for people with 
special needs, complemented by 
hands-on activities with some 
examples developed in Japan and 
other countries – expanded target 
audiences: minorities, hearing 
impaired, visually impaired. 
(60min.)

2) Learn where to find low-cost 
activities and repositories. 
(15min.)

3) How to initiate activities and 
how to build a local (+ 
international) communities 
including collaborators with 
disabilities based in a real case: 
Japan. (15min.)

Astronomy is for everybody, everybody has right to enjoy and experience the Universe, and nobody should feel 
as if it was being left behind. Even with this "motto" being echoed more and more by different science outreach 
groups across the globe, even nowadays many people still don’t have enough opportunities to enjoy astronomy. 
Many educators desire to reach out to these kinds of audiences, yet even the majority of these highly motivated 
educators lack resources and experience and struggle with feelings of insecurity to initiate such reaching out 
activities.

This workshop will help support informal educators (museums, science centres, etc.), visual artists, amateur 
astronomers, teachers, project developers, audio-visual producers, etc. to experience firsthand some of the 
Japanese projects and what is being done by the community for inclusion and universal design in Japan. As a 
result of a continuous work from previous NAOJ universal design symposiums (started in 2010 and held every 
three years), the Japanese national community is growing, with the participants of the past symposiums 
becoming organizing committee members as in the last edition of 2016. The organizing committee members 
include visually impaired and hearing impaired people, and in 2016 they led some of the symposium workshops. 
The latest efforts include the internationalization of these workshops, moving beyond the Japanese group and 
towards an international reach, with English sessions and international audiences.

With this workshop, we intend to provide the participants with 3D printing tactile models for visually impaired, 
and to experience the first steps of astronomy words in sign language, allowing participants to extend their 
knowledge about other network and to belong to an international network.  



W12 Preparing a public 
engagement 
activity as a team

Guillem Anglada-
Escude

Oana Sandu Learn how to plan, 
organise, and execute a 
public engagement 
exercise in teams 
composed by scientists and 
professional 
communicators. The latter 
includes communicators 
specialised in science, but 
also more general 
professions, artists and 
media producers.

1.Understand and manage the 
different expectations from the 
different professions, establishing 
realistic and correct estimation of 
workloads 
2.Practical tips and tools to plan 
and organise the team’s workflow 
effectively
3.How to integrate different 
expertise in different 
communication channels

To achieve effective scientific communication; scientists and professional communicators need to learn how to 
work in partnerships, and how to organize themselves as functional teams. This workshop will consist on 
organizing a public engagement activity as a multidisciplinary team. This preparation will include; 1) clear 
formulation of the goals in a strategic sense including the specification of the target audience, and establishing 
the content and messages; 2) implementation strategies, including formulation of the communication channel 
and requirements in terms of visual and other ‘artistic’ components, 3) realistic manpower and cost estimation, 
and 4) methods for evaluating success and impact assessment. The teams will be composed by -at least- one 
professional scientist, one senior communication expert (head of PR department, museum director, media 
producer), one executive communicator (blogger, science writer, social media manager, museum 
communicator, school teacher, tourist guide), and should also include one or more artistic producers (graphic 
designer, musician, painter, literature writer, script writer, etc.). Each team should have one or more project 
leaders, which is the person that initiates the concept/ idea, coordinates activities, and takes responsibility 
successful execution of the project. A number of sample study cases will be provided and we also welcome 
contributions from the attendants.

W13 Media interviews, 
do's and dont's

David Redeker Marieke Baan 
(NOVA), Jaap 
Vreeling 
(NOVA),  
Lucas 
Ellerbroek, 
UvA

In this workshop you learn 
how you can bring the 
newest results in 
astronomy to the public 
during a short interview in 
the main stream media. 

1. You learn how to be a nice 
interviewee while getting your 
message across.
2. You learn how to make a bridge 
from the initial 'stupid' or 'wrong' 
question to your own, more or 
less rehearsed answer.
3. You learn how to tell ultra 
short stories that people will 
remember.

You are a researcher or a spokesperson and are called by a journalist for a short radio interview about the 
newest findings in astronomy. How do you prepare? How can you get your message across while, at the same 
time, being a nice interviewee? In the workshop 'Media interviews, do's and dont's' David Redeker, press officer 
for NOVA (Netherlands Research School for Astronomy) and freelance science journalist and improv actor, 
involves you in a hands-on training where you learn how to make bridges from the initial 'silly' question to your 
own, more or less rehearsed answer. You learn how to use techniques from improv theatre and storytelling and 
how you can turn almost every question in your favour. During the workshop we practise a lot. In the end you 
will be delighted to give interviews and you will never fear 'the wrong question' again. David will give this 
workshop together with his colleagues from NOVA. The last months, they travelled to the Dutch universities and 
trained astronomers in getting their message across. Now, they will share their experience with the 
international astronomy outreach community.

W14 The relevance of 
big research 
infrastructures for 
non-hosting 
countries

Iris Nijman Eleonora 
Ferroni, 
Istituto 
Nazionale di 
Astrofisica 
(INAF)  

Current Challenges in 
Astronomy 
Communication:
• Talking with policy 
makers

1. How to make a research 
infrastructure like SKA relevant 
for a non-hosting country
2. How to communicate to target 
audiences (e.g. local policy 
makers and public) about your 
institute 
3. How to brand your institute in 
the acronym era 

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is an international project to build the world’s largest radio telescope in 
Australia and South Africa. The SKA project is an international enterprise with currently 10 member countries 
forming the international SKA Organisation. Over 100 research institutions and companies from these member 
countries and also other partner countries are currently participating in an international effort to deliver the 
detailed design for SKA.

Non-host countries like the Netherlands and Italy face similar challenges in showing how an infrastructure on 
the other side of the planet is relevant to their countries.
This issue is similar with big research infrastructures like ESO and CERN.

Research institutions involved in the SKA organisation within the host countries, like the Netherlands institute 
for radio astronomy (ASTRON, the Netherlands) and Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica (INAF, Italy), are challenged 
to inform and engage their target audiences (policy makers and the local community). That research institutions 
like ASTRON also manage other big research infrastructures like the LOFAR telescope or H2020 big data projects 
like AENEAS, is even more challenging and can be difficult for the general public to grasp. Our experience is that 
our institutes and telescopes are known globally, but not locally. This is a communication challenge, as we also 
need our local community and policy makers to support our institutes and research projects in order to gain 
funding. 

Challenges we face are:
How do we communicate about our institute and big research infrastructures to our target audiences?
How do we make big research infrastructures like the SKA relevant for non-hosting countries?
How do we profile our research institutes locally? 
How do we brand our research institutes in the acronym era? 
How to combine different cultures with the several strategies for outreach and science communication around 
the world?

We propose a workshop to address these challenges with CAP participants and to come up with new ways to 
communicate about our research institute and big research infrastructures. Participants who are involved in the 
communication departments of non-hosting research institutes or big research infrastructures will probably 
face similar challenges. We do not aim to give all the answers in our workshop, but we want to present our 
challenges and find new ways together on how to approach them. 

W15 Experience design 
involving 
astronomical 
observation (step 
by step workshop)

Pablo Alvarez Loreto 
Navarrete
Felipe Ramos

Best practices in public 
outreach, with a special 
focus in astrotourism

1. How to improve or design a 
new experience that involves 
astronomical observation
2. How to ensure this experience 
is valuable and unique
3. Which international best 
practices could help improving 
your particular experience design

Between 2014 and 2016, the Chilean Government financed the development of our NATIONAL ASTRO-
TOURISM STRATEGY. During the first stage of this project, three surveys were carried out:
1.A demand survey for astrotouristical activities in Chile
2.A supply survey of astrotouristical activities in Chile (census). One of its main findings was that “in order to 
compete globally, we need to improve dramatically the quality of our visitors experience design”.
3.A global state-of-the-art survey on astrotouristical experience design.
This third survey included visits to some of the most important observatories, visitor centres and museums in 
Hawai, California, Arizona, Canary Islands, Catalunya an UK. Its main purpose was to identify best practices that 
could help improving astrotouristical experiences in Chile.
Following this last task, the team in charge of the project (Verde, a consultancy firm based in Chile, specialised 
in Culture, Heritage and Tourism projects, leaded by Pablo Alvarez) developed a “Design Guide for 
Astrotouristical Experiences”, that has a strong hans-on focus, oriented for improving existing experiences or 
developing new ones, of the type that are centered on providing visitors an experience of sky observation (with 
the naked eye, binoculars and/or telescopes of different size and quality).
The workshop that I pretend to offer would consist in working with attendants giving them a 10 minutes 
introduction on the basics of experience design (main elementes, script, dramatic curve, etc.), followed by work 
done in groups (preferably not larger than 5 people each) that will go through the step by step method that was 
specially developed for the above mentioned guide. Although the complete method considers 10 steps, we 
would go through the first 6, that are related with the design (following 4 relate with execution):
1.Know your audiences
2.Know your natural and cultural environment
3.Know your competitors
4.Define the basis of your (improved) experience
−Audience segments
−Aims and goals
−Script
−Narrative
5.Define actions and roles for each episode
−Freedom levels
−Surprising milestones
−Actions
−Duration
−Roles
−Contents
−Place
6.Define spaces, stories and other elements
−Architecture
−Observation instruments
−Topics and related stories
During coming months in Chile, we will be doing some similar workshops. So, fine tuning of the methodoloy just 
explained is likely to happen from now to CAP 2018 date.



W16 From Earth to the 
Edge of the 
Universe: Mitaka 
software as a tool 
for education and 
communication

Tsunehiko Kato Hidehiko 
Agata, Kumiko 
Usuda-Sato, 
Lina Canas, 
Seiichiro Naito

There is an incredibly rich 
store of useful astronomy 
resources available in 
digital format and online 
for free. However, many 
educators from formal and 
informal background lack 
the training to understand 
how to effectively use 
them to engage with 
different audiences, from 
school students to general 
audience. 

Many times, science 
centers, planetariums, 
public observatories when 
planning a visit of a school 
group to their facilities, 
struggle with ways to 
provide the sustainability 
aspect that will transform 
the school group in a 
regular frequent visitor. By 
featuring a tool – Mitaka 
Software, that they can use 
both in their schools and 
home environments, these 
science centers can prolong 
their intervention and 
change it to a wider and 
regular point of 
communication.

1.What is Mitaka software and 
what they can do with it.
2.How to install and use Mitaka in 
their own PC.
3.How effective Mitaka's 
visualization from real astronomy 
data (including VR and 
stereoscopic view) is for 
education and communication.

Mitaka is a software for visualizing the known Universe with up-to-date observational data and theoretical 
models, developed by the Four-Dimensional Digital Universe (4D2U) project of the National Astronomical 
Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). It is an interactive software and users can seamlessly navigate through space, 
from the Earth to the edges of the known Universe, by their own operation. Mitaka has been used on live shows 
for public in the 4D2U Dome Theater at NAOJ's Mitaka headquarters with stereoscopic visualizations. But 
Mitaka Software can also run on a single Windows PC and it is released as a freeware. Anyone can download it 
for free from the 4D2U website:
http://4d2u.nao.ac.jp/html/program/mitaka/index_E.html. Mitaka has been used for many purposes by users: 
live shows, exhibitions, personal use, and education in schools, etc. Mitaka is now supported in different 
languages in addition to English and Japanese, with an English manual also available, Mitaka is now an effective 
educational tool for various countries around the world.
The aim of this workshop is to show participants what they can do with Mitaka and what can be achieved. 
During the workshop, participants will be able to find ways to utilize Mitaka for astronomy communication.
The workshop consists of three parts. The first is an introductory lecture, with topics including: what is Mitaka, 
how to download, to install, and to use Mitaka, what users can do with Mitaka, and why Mitaka is a good tool 
for astronomy communication (and also both formal and informal education).
The second, and main part of the workshop, is a hands-on tutorial. Participants will implement what they 
learned in the initial lecture and carry several additional exercises by themselves with the help of our team 
(present on site, if required). For this tutorial, participants are required to use (preferably their own) a Windows 
PC that can run Mitaka. But, our team will prepare several PCs to lend to the participants who may not have the 
required PC.
The third and last part provides two kinds of experience the participant can have while using Mitaka: a virtual 
reality (VR) experience and a live show with a stereoscopic projection on a flat screen. In the VR experience, 
participants wear a VR headset and manipulate Mitaka by themselves. They will experience the Mitaka’s 
Universe in the virtual space. On the other hand, in the live show, participants watch the stereoscopic screening 
wearing 3D glasses. Through these two experiences, participants will experience the effectiveness of VR and 
stereoscopic view for understanding especially three-dimensional structures of astronomical objects and their 
configurations.

W17 Major Reach: 
Immersing the 
Public in the Live 
Observing 
Experience

Robert Hollow James Green How to provide the public 
direct engagement with a 
major scientific facility, 
viewing and analysing 
research quality data in 
real time.

1. Challenges and opportunities in 
undertaking live, remote 
observing with major leading 
edge scientific facilities.
2. Methods for displaying 
telescope controls and a live data 
feed and how to explain these for 
the public.
3. Inspiration for developing their 
own programs to engage with 
local or priority audiences.

Many modern major ground-based observing facilities permit or insist on remote observing for users. Web-
based portals and interfaces provide visual feedback of the remote telescope and show the data stream live. 
Whist this approach is now routine for many professional astronomers few institutions or facilities currently run 
programs whereby a broader audience can view or participate in observing sessions with these large telescopes. 
There is great potential to engage fresh audiences and inform them of the capabilities or modern facilities and 
the processes of science. In this workshop participants will have the opportunity to control the iconic CSIRO 
64m Parkes radio telescope (“The Dish”) remotely and in real time to observe pulsars, obtain then analyse data. 
They’ll use the same interface as used by our professional observers then see some of the tools developed to 
support the successful PULSE@Parkes education and outreach program. This program has run for over ten years 
and seen students from across Australia and several other countries take part in real-time observing and engage 
with scientists. Workshop participants will be encouraged to critique the examples presented then reflect upon 
how they may be able to adapt or develop schemes for their existing facilities or future ones. We’ll discuss what 
we have learnt from ten years of our programs, some pitfalls and successes, why this approach is valuable and 
how it could be improved. One outcome we would like from the workshop is to establish a network of groups 
interested in live/public observing with the intention of sharing ideas and techniques.

W18 Communicating 
Astronomy 
through Comics

Marja Seidel This submission is 
addressing the challenge of 
effective communication 
methods. While 
multimedia tools, video 
clips and even upcoming 
augmented reality have 
become entertaining visual 
tools, they can be complex 
and sometimes costly to 
develop. I will present an 
innovative alternative in 
the form of astronomy 
comics used for outreach 
talks to easily and 
effectively communicate 
our science and 
astronomical discoveries. A 
major challenge for 
communication tools is 
that they should be 
interactive but not 
overwhelming for the 
participants. Astronomy 
comics can provide this 
bridge. While being 
experienced as interactive 
by the audience, this form 
of communication is 
extremely clear and 
concise, and at the same 
time entertaining. Based on 
numerous experiences and 
extremely positive 
feedback from audiences, I 
strongly advocate for trying 
out this classical, and yet in 
this form innovative way of 
astronomy communication. 

During the workshop, we will 
have the time to interactively 
discuss and experience the power 
of astronomy comics. The 
participants will learn:

1) Creating simple comics that 
capture the essence of a complex 
concept 
This will be the main learning goal 
of this workshop. We will start by 
learning how to identify the 
concise core idea of an astronomy 
concept difficult to grasp for the 
general public. Then, we will learn 
how to translate this core idea 
into a simple comic. Finally, 
participants will experience that 
once these two steps are done, 
the actual comic is very easy to 
sketch.

2) Adapting astronomy comics for 
different audiences
Within the workshop, we will also 
address adapting the comics to 
different audiences. I have 
successfully delivered astronomy 
comic talks to a large variety of 
audiences: from schools to public 
talks in a planetarium. We will 
analyze these audiences and their 
particular needs and peculiarities. 

3) Telling a scientific story 
The aim of science as well as 
science outreach talks — or 
almost any talk — is to tell an 
effective story. Participants of the 
workshop will experience, that 
the story development will come 
along much easier, if we have 
clearly and concisely identified 
our ideas and core concepts and 
translated them into comics. 
Sketching any talk in a comic can 
be a huge help even for “normal 
talks”. 

This workshop will deal with effective communication methods in astronomy. To better reach a wider audience, 
explain complex research questions in a simple, accessible and interactive way without creating costly 
animations, I propose a new innovative method: astronomy comics. By developing your outreach talk in a comic 
format, you will find yourself stripping down the ideas to their roots. The workshop will provide the 
environment to interactively explore this new method. I will prepare several themes and within our group, 
participants will select one choice.  They will design simplified comics, and through that, communicate 
astronomy concepts in an effective and astonishingly clear and concise manner. I will provide guidance in 
developing the first drawings. Quickly participants will realize that they do not need to be an artist. The “art” 
consists much more in identifying the core idea. The next step is translating that idea into a simple sketch that 
conveys the concept as concisely as possible. The final step, the actual drawing, is in fact only the “icing of the 
cake”. 
Within the workshop, we will address adapting the comics to different audiences. However, we will also see, 
that a well-developed comic might not need much adaptation as it is easily comprehensible by both adults and 
students, and sometimes even children. 
In a time, where multimedia tools and constant videoclips and animations have almost become overwhelming, 
it is very refreshing for an audience to experience astronomy told through comics. The way this type of talk is 
delivered also conveys a certain feeling of interactivity. 
We will end the workshop with 3-5 minute presentations of a few participants or groups of participants. 
Together we will experience the power of telling astronomy through comics and analyze how we can best use 
them for an effective astronomy communication to the public.



W19 The Presenter 
Network - setting 
up a hub and 
running your first 
session.

Elizabeth Avery
Communicating astronomy 
in a post-factual society 
and sharing best practice in 
public outreach.

From my workshop I want 
delegates to learn: 

1. What a Presenter Network is 
and how it runs. 
2. How to start and keep the 
network running including what 
support the Royal Observatory 
Greenwich can offer.
3. How to structure and run the 
first session.  A taster version of a 
typical first session called 
'Presenting 101' would be run 
within the workshop.  This is an 
introductory session that covers 
basic presenting skills.  It is 
invaluable to run this within the 
workshop so they can experience 
it as participants before needing 
to facilitate it themselves.

The Presenter Network has been running for a number of years now and has grown in popularity with each and 
every networking session. The network is designed solely for those who are actively involved in presenting any 
sort of educational session in museums as well as science and discovery centres and in the media. 

In 2017 we ran our first large scale conference and have since been working to establish Presenter Network 
‘Hubs’ around the UK and across Europe. Due to the flexible nature and high impact of the network we would 
now like to invite other organisations to become ‘hubs’ within the Presenter Network to help broaden its reach 
and share best practice on a global not just local and national level.  This workshop will walk delegates through 
exactly what that entails and how to get started.

This workshop would first explore the specifics of setting up a 'hub' in your own science centre; the benefits, 
logistics, structure, marketing tools, engagement methods and session ideas.  A taster session of 'Presenting 
101' would then run which is an introductory hub activity designed to be run at the first hub meeting. 
 The final part of the workshop would look at how the Royal Observatory Greenwich can support the hubs to 
ensure they run effectively and answer any questions from the group.

The Presenter Network was set up in 2014 by Liz Avery at the Royal Observatory Greenwich as a way for the 
Royal Observatory Greenwich presenters to share best practice as well as watch others in action to develop 
their own presenting style too. Since then the network has grown organically as it became apparent that it was 
not just addressing an institutional need but a sector wide issue too. The network has now become an 
established part of the science communication sector in the UK and is highly regarded as a source of regular 
FREE supplementary staff training and best practice sharing. 

Since 2014 there have been regular sessions run in collaboration with other organisations covering every aspect 
of presenting you could ever imagine; using effectively comedy, working with challenging audience members, 
how to look after your voice and everything in between. 

Taking part in network events is FREE for those hosting and participating - an important point when looking to 
include those who also volunteer as well as employees. This network is managed by the Royal Observatory 
Greenwich but is not specifically funded. This group operates purely on the good will of our members with all 
meet-ups leaders, speakers and workshops facilitators offering their time and experience for free. 

A common question about the network is why it focuses on only presenting. Quite simply because there is a 
demand for it. There are many fantastic science communication, museum and education networks out there 
with a much
 wider remit than just presenting. We don't compete with them but rather compliment them by dedicating our 
focus to addressing a very specific aspect of public communication that the sector has identified through this 
process as needing attention. 

W20 What's in it for me 
- Bridges among 
big projects and 
local communities

Saeko Hayashi (Let's discuss) How do we incorporate 
knowledge gained by the 
large telescopes in the 
consensus amongst the 
citizens in the local 
community. The disconnect 
between the foreign-
funded/operated telescope 
and the often rural 
community is still very 
conspicuous. 

1.Basic understandings that the 
quest of the astronomy originates 
from the profoundly fundamental 
ideas anybody would have. 2. 
How do we frame the new 
discoveries from the large 
telescopes in the context of 
indigenous culture (and language)  
where such facilities are located.
(This part if more for the science 
communicators.) 3. How do we 
incorporate, embrace and 
transform the questions citizens 
have to the researches conducted 
at such facilities. (This part could 
be more for the school teachers.)

How do we bridge the knowledge gained by the large telescopes and the learnings at grade schools and at the 
level of the lay persons in the community?  Especially the case of the large telescopes hosted by outside 
entities, many times with different language and culture), how do we (let's say people specially skilled/equipped 
to deliver scientific concept) answer the request "What's in it for me?" from the long term resident of that local 
community? Quite often we witness that the discovery itself can excite students, especially the younger ones. 
Because they, by nature, are very inquisitive. Adults need more persuasion such as the benefit of knowledge 
and the workforce in that particular local community. Take the examples of the telescopes on Maunakea, 
Hawaii. Their outreach has two branches – one for the grade school students to encourage them to pursue 
STEM career, the other the faculty development for the staff locally employed. The latter group is a powerful 
resource for reaching out to the individual levels, if properly equipped and empowered by the understandings 
of the achievement of the facilities they are working. 

Suppose the ninth planet of our Solar System is pinpointed by a telescope on Maunakea, and that discovery is 
printed in an elementary school textbook world-wide; is it something the people in the community can be 
proud of? How do we explain that the size of the Solar System is much bigger than we think of it as? Or the 
formation process of the system and the relation to the natural resources we all use (including, of course, the 
air we breathe). Such discoveries can become good “talking point” for sharing what we know about our Solar 
System and the universe beyond. 

Discoveries of astronomy must and can be shared amongst any and many people no matter what their 
background is. We are in the position to share those exciting new, with carefully prepared manner and methods 
with consideration and respect to the people who enabled such a study. 

In this workshop, I would like to have both the science communicators and the school teachers to discuss in 
what context the knowledge can be best delivered in their respective institutions in their specific circumstances. 
The knowledge is common, the settings the individuals live are not.


